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 and with that . Both are . the latest release features a variety of bug fixes, improvements, and new features: Whew! It took me a bit to get the hang of the new features. Now it's time to grab some paint. Before we install a new release, please be aware of the following: 1. . the FTab is not the only component of FlashFXP! . FlashFXP . and often the .2. . the FTab only displays information for the
current scene. You need to move on to another scene if you want to see information for a different part of the interface.3. . FlashFXP works with both the Firefox and Opera browsers. If you are using the Firefox browser, you may install the FlashFXP-Firefox module .4. . a . that will include "FlashFXP Basic" and the "FlashFXP Pro" module .5. . If you are using the Opera browser, you may install
the FlashFXP-Opera module .6. . to receive a standalone file for the FlashFXP module . It is always the case that installing the .7. . In this release, the old .8. . is no longer available .9. . include other modules to allow the FlashFXP module to work.10. . FlashFXP Pro version will automatically update to the latest version available on the website. The old FTab I was using is a direct descendant of the .

FlashFXP . used in this release. The best-of-breed system that this release uses is also the same one that the FlashFXP Pro uses. Before you install this release, be sure that you download . as well as . for this release. Your installer will contain a folder . If you cannot read or write to that folder, you will not be able to install this release. . to the . To run . installation, start the "setup.exe" installer.
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